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Chapter 151: The Misunderstood Younger Brother 

   

He had no intention of asking Mufeng to look for a place! 

However, since Mufeng was willing to do it, he should just let him do it! 

Yicheng happily handed this matter over to Mufeng to handle. 

* 

Jiang Yuexi also returned to the Jiang family in the afternoon. 

During dinner, Yuexi found an opportunity to speak. “Dad, I went for an audition today, but I didn’t 

expect that the role I wanted to fight for would be given to someone else.” 

Before Jiang Chengye could say anything, Jiang Jixuan said, “Then, go and try out other roles. There are 

many roles, and you cannot expect to get a role just because you take a fancy to any of them.” 

Yuexi only wanted to be the female lead. 

Yuexi looked at her innocent brother opposite her and couldn’t help but kick him under the table. “But I 

want to play just this role. You guys have no idea that although this role doesn’t have that many scenes, 

it’s very challenging. But I didn’t expect the director not even to give me a chance to audition and tell 

me that the role has been given to someone else. 
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“It’s fine if I don’t do it well, but he didn’t even see how I acted.” Yuexi noticed that Deng Xu was 

dispirited during the audition and didn’t even look at her, “I’m a newbie, so I didn’t pick any important 

roles. I wanted to start from a small role. I didn’t expect even small roles to be taken away by people 

with connections. 

“Ieven small roles toertainment industry, having no connections and capital is not enough. I don’t even 

have the chance to fight for a small role.” Yuexi grabbed Chengye’s wrist and acted coquettishly. “Dad, 

can you think of a way to let me play Bi Yuewu? Since connections decide those roles, it’s not a big deal 

for me to get it. I don’t want to be loconnections decide those roles want to not be taken seriously.” 
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“Okay, okay, okay.”Yuexi was shaking his arm, so he agreed helplessly. “I’ll… ” 

“Bi Yuewu?” Jiang Jixuan suddenly spoke. 

“What’s wrong?” Yuexi looked at him angrily. 

Did Jixuan want to say something again?! 

“Isn’t that role set for Jiang Xun?” Jixuan doubtfully looked at Yuexi’s coquettish face. 

Chengye frowned when he heard that. “Jiang Xun went to audition? Isn’t she an influencer?” 



“Yes!” Feng Nianzhen blurted out. “Is it that easy to enter the entertainment industry? Our Yuexi is a 

professional in the acting department. It’s difficult for her even to get a small role. She, Jiang Xun, is an 

influencer and got into the entertainment industry just like that. Many influencers who want to enter 

the entertainment industry failed to do so. What about her? First, she went to participate in variety 

shows, and then she went to audition. Isn’t this all going too smoothly for her?” 

Nianzhen saw Chengye’s dark expression, and her heart beat hard. She sighed and said earnestly, “I’m 

just worried that Jiang Xun will be at a disadvantage. For the sake of participating in variety shows and 

acting, maybe she sacrificed something.” 
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Jiang Xun was a young and beautiful girl. What could she offer in exchange? 

Nianzhen was just hinting that Jiang Xun might be using her body in exchange for these things. 

“Before she became a well-known influencer, the general manager of Shanpin Media acted as her 

manager personally. Back, there were rumors that she and the general manager of Shanpin Media…” 

Nianzhen wanted to say something but hesitated. 

“Jiang Xun wouldn’t,” Jixuan blurted out without thinking. 

Others might not know, but he knew her too well. Of course, Jiang Xun wouldn’t have anything to do 

with the general manager of Shanpin Media. 

If he were to say it out loud, it would scare them to death. Her backer was Mufeng! 

The shocking scene of Mufeng being locked outside the small hotel by Jiang Xun was still in his mind, 

and he couldn’t forget it. 

It was a pity that he had such a big secret, but he couldn’t say it out loud. 

They became extremely quiet. 

Yuexi looked at Jixuan suspiciously. 

What was with Jixuan tonight? 

He was always defending Jiang Xun. 

“If she won’t, then she won’t.” Nianzhen smiled. “We’re just afraid that she’ll take the wrong path. 

Besides, she’s not the only one whose reputation would be affected. Your father’s reputation would be 

affected too.” 

“That’s enough,” Chengye said in a low voice. “Jiang Xun is so arrogant and unforgiving. Do you think she 

wouldn’t do such a thing?” 

Chengye thought that if anyone dared to have bad intentions toward her, she would cripple them. 

Nianzhen didn’t say anything. 

Yuexi looked at Jixuan. “But, how did you know that Jiang Xun will play Bi Yuewu?” 



“She told me.” Jixuan sat up straight and glanced at Chengye smugly. 

He was the only one with the best relationship with Jiang Xun in this family. 

No one else knew about Jiang Xun, but he did! 

Chengye didn’t know what to say. 

What was this brat being so smug about??! 

“You have a good relationship with her?” Chengye asked in a low voice. 

“I think she’s a nice person.” In fact, he had always been the one who took the initiative to contact Jiang 

Xun. 

Jiang Xun would quickly reply to him every time and never found him annoying. 

Today, he was also the one who was chatting with Jiang Xun on WeChat. He learned from Jiang Xun that 

she had gone to Shanghai to participate in the audition. 

Yuexi secretly glared at Jixuan. Why was he so against her tonight?! 

“Dad, I want to play the role of Bi Yuewu.” Yuexi tugged on Jiang Chengye’s sleeve and shook it 

coquettishly, “The role of Bi Yuewu is very challenging. Although the role is given to Jiang Xun, she hasn’t 

learned how to act. So how can she play the role well? Why don’t you go and do something about it and 

get the role for me? Give a different role to her to compensate her. They are all just small roles anyway. 

It’s not that different. Give her a role that isn’t that difficult so that she won’t be scolded if she doesn’t 

perform well.” 

Unexpectedly, Jixuan had something else to say. “Since Jiang Xun was chosen for this role based on her 

ability, the director approved her acting skills. So how could she not perform well?” 

Yuexi didn’t know how to respond to that. 

Yuexi gritted her teeth and kicked Jixuan hard under the table, wishing she could break his leg. 

Jixuan let out an ‘ouch’ and hugged his leg as he shouted at Yuexi, “Why did you kick me!” 

Chengye said sternly to Yuexi, “What are you doing?” 

Jixuan ignored Yuexi’s grievance and asked Chengye with a straight face, “Dad, are you really going to 

snatch Bi Yuewu’s role away from Jiang Xun and give it to Yuexi?” 

“Do you not agree?” Chengye asked with a frown. 
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Yuexi stared at Jixuan in disbelief. Who was his sister?! 

Moreover, when did she become second to Jiang Xun to him? 

Did Jixuan think Jiang Xun was his sister? 



Nianzhen secretly squeezed Yuexi’s hand under the table to comfort her. She must not make a fuss in 

front of Chengye now. 

If there was anything happening, she could ask Jixuan alone. 

“As you said, Bi Yuewu is an insignificant character. Why do you want it so bad? With you here, you can 

even get Yuexi a better character than Bi Yuewu. Why do you have to snatch Jiang Xun’s?” Jixuan 

exhaled deeply. “Jiang Xun is no longer going home.” 

Chapter 152: We Stole What Belonged To Her 

They all knew why Jiang Xun didn’t go home. 

Even if Jixuan was Nianzhen’s son, he had to say that this was Jiang Xun’s home before. 

“Are you blaming Dad?” Yuexi’s face turned cold. Since Jixuan had been dragging her down tonight, she 

wouldn’t be polite either. “Have you forgotten why she left back then? It was because she was 

disobedient. But later, Dad also said to let bygones be bygones and that no one would stop her from 

returning. So it was she who doesn’t want to come back.” 

Chengye’s face was dark, but Jixuan said, “Dad, this role is originally Jiang Xun’s. Are you snatching it 

from Jiang Xun to give your other daughter?” 

But Jiang Xun was also your daughter! 

Everyone understood what Jixuan was implying. 

Chengye fell silent. His dark face gradually eased into one that was filled with guilt. 

“You’ve grown up.” Chengye patted Jixuan’s shoulder with relief. “You’re sensible now.” 

Jixuan immediately straightened his back and acted as if he was proud of being praised by his father. 

He knew exactly what Chengye liked to see. 

Sure enough, Chengye smiled and said to Yuexi, “Jixuan makes sense. Is a small role worth you fighting 

over? I’ll ask around tomorrow and arrange a more important role for you.” 

Nianzhen immediately adjusted her gentle smile, held Yuexi’s hand, and said, “In this way, you and Jiang 

Xun will be on the same production team. You two sisters can take care of each other. If anything 

happens to Jiang Xun, you must help her more, especially when it comes to acting. She has no 

experience, but you are a professional actor. So you can teach her more.” 

She would teach Jiang Xun to the extent that she would be fired. 

Chengye was pleased that Nianzhen was so sensible. He nodded and said to Yuexi, “You and Jiang Xun 

are on the same production team. So you should help each other.” 

Yuexi didn’t have any appetite for her meal anymore. It tasted like wax. 

After dinner, Nianzhen and Yuexi grabbed Jixuan while Chengye was in the study. 



Yuexi slapped Jixuan’s arm unhappily. “What’s wrong with you tonight? You’re always defending Jiang 

Xun!” 

“I just don’t want things to get out of hand at home,” Jixuan said in a low voice. “Besides, there are so 

many roles. Why do you have to compete with Jiang Xun?” 

Yuexi sneered. “When did you become so close with Jiang Xun? What kind of drug did she give you?” 

Jixuan sighed. “In fact, Jiang Xun has never taken the initiative to provoke you. If you don’t provoke her, 

she won’t do anything to you. So why can’t we just go our separate ways and not interfere with each 

other?” 

With Jiang Xun’s temper, Yuexi didn’t want to cause trouble. Jiang Xun couldn’t even remember Yuexi. 

Therefore, who could she blame if Yuexi was at a disadvantage in Jiang Xun’s hands? 

“What do you mean I shouldn’t provoke her?” Yuexi stomped her feet angrily. “She was the one who 

stole my role first.” 

Jixuan shook his head helplessly. “She was the one who got the role. So how could she steal your role? If 

you really want to talk about stealing…” 

Jixuan lowered his head as his expression darkened. “We were also the ones who stole what originally 

belonged to her.” 

It was Nianzhen who became Chengye’s mistress and caused Jiang Xun’s mother’s death. Yuexi had 

stolen the fatherly love that was supposed to belong to Jiang Xun. 

He had also attempted to hurt Jiang Xun when he had just returned. 

However, Jiang Xun stood up to protect him when he was bullied. 

In fact, Jiang Xun was the most generous and kind person he had ever met. 

Jixuan left in silence after he finished speaking. 

He knew it would be useless no matter how much he said to Nianzhen and Yuexi. 

“What do you mean by we stole from Jiang Xun?” Yuexi was huffing with anger. “Mom, how can he say 

that? Isn’t he blaming you for what he said?” 

Nianzhen’s face was dark and ugly. She did not expect Jixuan to say such things. 

However, she only had one son, and he was the only son of the Jiang family. So her future depended on 

Jixuan. 

Nianzhen suppressed her thoughts and pulled Yuexi back to Yuexi’s bedroom. She carefully checked that 

there was no one around the bedroom, then closed the door and pulled Yuexi to sit down. 

“It’s okay if you can’t get Jiang Xun’s role. Your brother is right. There are so many roles. Wouldn’t it be 

better to ask your father to get you a more important role?” Nianzhen said in a low voice, “You didn’t 

discuss it with me beforehand. Next time, you don’t have to snatch Jiang Xun’s role. You only have to 



think of a way to make her unable to play it. As for those unimportant roles, except for Jiang Xun, it 

doesn’t matter whom they give them to.” 

Yuexi thought about it and realized it was true. “I’m just so angry. Knowing that the director gave the 

role to Jiang Xun, a layman who doesn’t know anything and didn’t even give it to me. I thought, what 

right do I have? I only wanted to get the role from Jiang Xun on my effort. She’ll be very angry when she 

finds out that her role is mine. But Mom, you’re right. If something like this happens again in the future, 

I’ll just make her role disappear.” 

Nianzhen patted the back of Yuexi’s hand. “Your dad will get you a good role. When the time comes, you 

and Jiang Xun will be on the same production team. She doesn’t know anything about acting. You 

pretend to be nice and teach her how to act, but you should teach her everything wrong. Make her 

perform poorly, so bad that she’ll be kicked out of the production team.” 

“I understand!” 

“Let’s not talk about this now,” Nianzhen said. “This Saturday is the foundation’s business banquet. 

Tomorrow, I’ll accompany you to pick out clothes. Although you already have Gu Xiaoze, it doesn’t 

prevent people from knowing how outstanding you are.” 

When Yuexi heard this, she immediately perked up. 

* 

As a qualified spokesperson, Jiang Xun decided to wear Yi Lan’s clothes to the foundation’s business 

banquet without consideration. 

Even as Yi Lan’s general manager, Lan Yijie, couldn’t help but say to Jiang Xun, “Be it the brand, price, or 

style, Yi Lan’s image cannot match up to such banquet. As Yi Lan’s spokesperson, I’m very happy you’re 

doing your duty. But on this kind of occasion, even if you choose to wear branded clothes, I won’t say 

anything.” 

“It’s fine. I think Yi Lan is pretty good!” Jiang Xun waved her hand nonchalantly. 

She felt there was a high probability that Mufeng’s uncle and aunt had invited her out of the blue. 

Moreover, Mufeng had also said that his uncle and aunt were unkind. 

No matter how expensive her clothes were, she would still be in a difficult position. 

Yijie didn’t know what Jiang Xun was thinking. After hearing what Jiang Xun said, he was so touched that 

he was on the verge of crying. 

He decided that when he returned, he would praise his colleagues responsible for the business. 

They did an excellent job in the research. They had good taste! 

They found a representative like Jiang Xun who was responsible, affordable, and capable of carrying the 

brand. 

For this, Yijie personally brought Jiang Xun to the design department of their company. 



Some new collections hadn’t been released yet, and Jiang Xun could choose from them. 

Chapter 153: Your Eldest Daughter 

“Yi Lan’s market positioning and price are displayed here. We can’t provide you with expensive clothes, 

but we can guarantee that the clothes you wear are the latest style from our family. Some are the latest 

style that hasn’t been released on the market.” Lan Yijie waved his hand and said happily, “From now 

on, you will be wearing the new styles that haven’t been released on the market first.” 

One could imagine Jiang Xun sporting the outfit first and then having the outfit sold out as soon as the 

clothes were on the market. 

On Friday, the day before the fund business banquet. 

Jiang Xun received a call from Wang Yicheng, claiming he had found a place. “When are you free today? 

Let’s go and take a look at the place. If you are satisfied, you can sign the contract directly. If you can 

move out in time today, you don’t have to worry about having nowhere to go even if you come back late 

after the banquet tomorrow night.” 

“So soon?” Jiang Xun didn’t expect Yicheng to be so efficient. 

“It just so happens that there’s a particularly suitable place,” Yicheng said with a smile. 

“I’m free this afternoon,” Jiang Xun said. 

Therefore, the two arranged to look at the house at 1:30 in the afternoon. “I’ll pick you up at your 

campus at 1:30. It’s near Peking University. It’s only a fifteen or sixteen minutes walk. It’ll be faster to 

drive.” 

Jiang Xun thought that if the place was suitable, she could take a detour from her residence to Peking 

University every day after moving in. 

At 1:30 pm, Yicheng arrived at the gate of Peking University on time and waited for Jiang Xun. 

Yicheng drove the car with Jiang Xun to look for the residence. 

The neighborhood looked very high-end. It was well landscaped, and there was a special track for 

residents who liked to jog in the morning. 

Jiang Xun was already delighted with this environment. 

After meeting up with Yicheng and the agent, they went into the place to have a look. Jiang Xun was 

very satisfied. 

The house was a high-rise, so there was naturally an elevator. 

But what satisfied Jiang Xun most was that she could squat and jump up the stairs in the stairwell. 
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The house had two rooms and two halls. It was enough for her to live alone. 

Although it was two rooms, the area was more than 130 square meters. 



The living room was very spacious. The master and second bedrooms had bathrooms, and the master 

bathroom had a bathtub. 

The decoration was simple and neat. 

“The landlord pays great attention to the hygiene of the room. Even if he doesn’t live here, he will hire 

someone to clean it once a week. So it’s not a problem to pack your stuff and move in today. If you are 

still worried, you can also do some simple cleaning,” the agent said to Jiang Xun. “No one has moved in 

since the furniture was changed. The smell has been filtered out.” 

Jiang Xun nodded. She didn’t smell the formaldehyde from the new furniture. 

“How much is the rent?” Jiang Xun was already very satisfied with the place. 

With her current income, she could afford not to worry about the rent. 

“Here is 30,000 yuan a month,” the young man said. 

“That’s no problem,” Jiang Xun said to Yicheng. “Brother Wang, I think this place is good. Shall we sign 

the contract?” 

“Sure.” Yicheng was naturally happy. 

The agent quickly took out the contract and contacted the landlord to sign the contract with Jiang Xun. 

Things went smoothly. Jiang Xun decided to pack up and move everything over today. 

“Brother Wang, thank you so much for finding such a good house so quickly.” Although it was a rented 

place, it was still her place, so she felt unspeakably at ease. 

“I just happened to run into it.” 

Yicheng thought to himself. Qin Mufeng had hurriedly prepared such a place for Jiang Xun. 

The pressure was all on Mufeng. 

He didn’t do much. 

Even the landlord was someone Mufeng had hired to act for the role. 

Mufeng didn’t even dare to lower the rent not to let Jiang Xun suspect him. So instead, he only took an 

average of the rent in the vicinity and gave it to Jiang Xun. 

Yicheng sighed silently in his heart. Mufeng put in much effort! 

Jiang Xun returned to the dormitory and quickly packed her things, ready to move out. 

Her three roommates were reluctant about her leaving, but Jiang Xun had already told them it would be 

more convenient for them if she moved out. 

Therefore, her three roommates weren’t too surprised about her moving out. 



“It’s near the central campus. So if you guys are hanging out and come back late, you won’t be able to 

enter the dormitory. But you can still stay at my place. How convenient,” Jiang Xun said with a smile. “I 

usually return to the dormitory to rest between classes. So it’s not like I’m never coming back.” 

The three roommates thought about it and agreed. Only then did their sad feelings fade away. 

Jiang Xun moved and tidied up. Then, in the blink of an eye, it was Saturday, the day of the fund’s 

business banquet. 

The fund also invited a few celebrities to perform and entertain. 

When Jiang Xun entered the banquet hall, she glanced at the venue and mentally divided it into two 

sections. 

One section was where the male guests were drunk and loud. A few male guests came with a female 

companion and did not ask their female companions to chat with other female guests. 

The female companions of these male guests were obviously at least twenty years younger than them. 

The other female guests were chatting in groups of three or five. They were chatting with rosy faces and 

fake smiles. 

Jiang Xun found that the Jiang family was also there. 

Jiang Chengye brought Jiang Jixuan to meet her uncles and seniors in the business field. 

Feng Nianzhen nudged Jiang Yuexi to chat with the female guests. 

“Where is your eldest daughter?” Mrs. Zang’s round face was filled with the need to gossip. 

Nianzhen had already expected to be asked questions about Jiang Xun at such an occasion. 

She was prepared and put on a melancholic expression at the right time. She sighed. “It’s said that 

stepmothers are to be. I finally understand it. I thought that the child was already an adult. Even if she 

didn’t accept me, she could at least maintain her superficial politeness. I didn’t expect…” 

Nianzhen shook her head and sighed. “I want Jiang Xun to come and see the world together, too. That 

child has been living in the countryside since she was young. If she suddenly came to the city, there 

would be many things that she would not be used to. I only want to bring her out more and introduce 

her to more people. I want her to participate in more such occasions. Once she has seen more, she will 

not be so shy when she goes out in the future, but…” 

Nianzhen wanted to say something, but she stopped herself. Yuexi followed up with an aggrieved tone, 

“Mother is doing this with good intentions, but Jiang Xun feels that Mother is deliberately trying to 

affect her reputation. As she had always been in the countryside and had never been to such an 

occasion, her words and actions were inevitably inappropriate. When she is embarrassed and is scolded 

by Dad, she would turn around to blame Mother and… and scold me. Then, when she is unhappy, she 

would attack me.” 

“Oh, this is hard on you.” Mrs. Lin clicked her tongue and shook her head. “After all, she came from the 

countryside and had never been in contact with these things since she was young. Things that we think 



are common may be foreign to her. Maybe she feels a sense of inferiority. The worse she behaves shows 

that she is more embarrassed. But then, she might feel you are doing it on purpose.” 

“She’s been raised in the countryside for so many years. She’s just a country bumpkin. It’s better if she 

doesn’t bring her out. Otherwise, she’ll be embarrassed.” 

As soon as Mrs. Qu finished speaking, she heard Chief Mrs. Zang say in surprise, “Oh, isn’t that the 

popular influencer that has been on the rise recently?” 

Chapter 154: Send The Mother-Daughter Pair Away 

Following the direction of Mrs. Qu’s gaze, she happened to see Jiang Xun, who had just entered the 

venue. 

“I remember that her name is Jiang Xun.” Mrs. Zang looked at Nianzhen. “Is that the name of your eldest 

daughter?” 

Mrs. Zang and Mrs. Qu had not attended Yuexi’s birthday party before and had never seen Jiang Xun 

before. 

However, they had seen the flash-forwards. They had also seen ‘Accelerated Flight’ and ‘Unfulfilled 

Lovers’, so they recognized Jiang Xun at a glance. 

Nianzhen rolled her eyes at Mrs. Zang in her heart. 

How could this woman be so gossipy?! 
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She was the only one with so much to say and couldn’t stop babbling! 

However, Mrs. Lin had seen Jiang Xun before. “Huh? Isn’t that Jiang Xun? Why is she here on her own?” 

“What do you mean?” Mrs. Zang and Mrs. Qu both blinked and looked at Mrs. Lin. 

Mrs. Lin smiled and said, “I saw Jiang Xun at Yuexi’s birthday party earlier. I was shocked when I saw that 

she had become an influencer. But I’ve been too embarrassed to ask you about this. How did Jiang Xun 

become an influencer if she isn’t a proper young lady? At the very least, she should have gone directly to 

the entertainment industry to become a celebrity.” 

Many children from these large families now go to the entertainment industry to have fun. They did not 

have to worry about encountering unspoken rules, especially if they had a family backing them up. 

Therefore, children from these families would not be looked down upon if they went to the 

entertainment industry to have fun. 

Otherwise, why would someone like Jiang Chengye, who cared so much about reputation, agree to let 

Yuexi enter the entertainment industry? 

Nianzhen’s eyes reddened as soon as she said that. “I didn’t want to say anything about the family 

scandal that shouldn’t be exposed to the public. That child, Jiang Xun, has never accepted me. She 

doesn’t even like to stay at home. She stays at her university dormitory and doesn’t return very often. 



How am I supposed to tell anyone about how she treats me as her stepmother? And how she mistreats 

me. Who knew that she went to be an influencer? I didn’t dare to say anything. If I said anything, she 

would think I cannot bear to see her doing well. Even her father can’t control her, let alone me.” 

Nianzhen sighed weakly. “Just like today, we asked her to come with us, but she said she couldn’t come. 

Now, she’s here. If people noticed this, they would think we left her on purpose.” 
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The ladies secretly pursed their lips. Nianzhen was trying to put it nicely that she was a stepmother 

whom Jiang Xun had bullied. 

However, she didn’t go to look for Jiang Xun even after revealing so much here. 

So, how good of a stepmother could she be? 

At this moment, Jixuan saw Jiang Xun coming over and was surprised. He left Chengye behind without 

thinking and went to look for Jiang Xun. 

“Jiang Xun, why are you here?” Jixuan was very happy to see Jiang Xun. 

“I received an invitation.” 

“You’re here alone? Mufeng didn’t come with you?” Jixuan looked behind Jiang Xun. 

Jiang Xun narrowed her eyes. “What does it have to do with him?” 

Jixuan scratched his head. “No, no, I was just asking casually.” 

“Then follow me!” Jixuan patted his chest happily. “I’ll protect you tonight!” 

He had been protected by Jiang Xun once, and he had always wanted to repay her. 

Previously, Jiang Xun had run away from home and had no money. He had given Jiang Xun 10,000 yuan, 

but Jiang Xun had returned it. 

Now, he finally had the chance to protect Jiang Xun. 

“Gosh!” Jiang Xun rolled her eyes. “Nianzhen and Yuexi are here. I don’t need your protection.” 

None of the people present were her match. 

Jixuan looked at Jiang Xun with a face full of gratitude, and his eyes were moist. “I know you had a sharp 

tongue but a soft heart.” 

Jiang Xun was speechless. 

Nianzhen saw that Jixuan was with Jiang Xun, so she quickly brought Yuexi over. 

“Jixuan, didn’t your father bring you to get acquainted with people?” Nianzhen pulled Jixuan over 

unhappily. “Seriously, why are you running away from such a good opportunity?” 

Jixuan ignored her and turned to Jiang Xun. “Come with me.” 

What? 



He said the same thing in front of Nianzhen and Yuexi. 

Jiang Xun didn’t have to worry about him. 

Nianzhen’s expression changed. She quickly said, “What are you doing here? You’re the youngest here. 

You can’t even take care of yourself. How are you going to take care of– ” 

Nianzhen saw Chengye coming from behind Jixuan. She changed her tone, “How will you take care of 

Jiang Xun? Hurry up and go back to your father’s side. We have Yuexi here. With Yuexi and I here, we 

won’t let Jiang Xun be alone.” 

“That’s right.” Chengye heard what Nianzhen said and was very satisfied. 

“Why are you here?” Chengye’s face darkened when he saw Jiang Xun. 

“I came with an invitation letter.” Jiang Xun glanced at Nianzhen. “I just heard Aunt Feng telling 

everyone how good she is to me and how ignorant I am.” 

Chengye subconsciously interjected, “Isn’t this…” 

The truth? 
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Before he could finish his sentence, Jiang Xun gave him a cold stare, and Chengye stopped talking. 

When he came back to his senses, he was livid. 

He was her father! 

Why was he afraid of her? 

“Apparently, she even asked me to come along, but I didn’t want to, it seems. Then, I turned around and 

came here myself, deliberately embarrassing her.” Jiang Xun sneered. “Aunt Feng, when did you ask me 

to come with you? How come I didn’t know that? I’m afraid you don’t even have my contact 

information, right? Not only did you embarrass yourself in front of outsiders and ruin my image, but 

how can you make Chengye behave like this?” 

“It’s none of my business!” Chengye listened and suddenly found himself dragged into the equation. He 

was suddenly angry. “Also, I’m your father!” 

Chengye didn’t even realize that he didn’t dare to provoke Jiang Xun anymore. 

He didn’t say anything when he saw Jiang Xun dissing Nianzhen just now. He thought it would be fine if 

the flames of war didn’t burn him. 
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“I haven’t had a father since you drove my mother to death and sent me to the countryside!” Jiang Xun 

glared at Chengye without backing down. “You want me to call you father? Fine, divorce Nianzhen and 

send the mother and daughter away.” 

Jixuan looked at Jiang Xun with admiration. 



As expected, Jiang Xun clearly distinguished between love and hate and treated him differently. 

She said she wanted Nianzhen and Yuexi gone, but she didn’t say she wanted him gone. 

“What nonsense are you talking about?” Nianzhen almost screamed. Due to the occasion, she could 

only try her best to suppress herself, and her body trembled with anger. 

“Isn’t there a saying? If you have a stepmother, you have a stepfather. Nianzhen was spreading the 

news about how difficult it was for her as a stepmother and how I was making things difficult for her 

every day. But who in this place is a fool? They probably acted like they believed her, who knows what 

they say behind her back. It was also because she is a fool who thinks she is right. When other people 

whisper about her, wouldn’t they also include you, Feng Nianzhen’s husband, my dear father?” 

Jiang Xun sneered, “Do you think you can hide the things that happened between the two of you?” 

First of all, Yuexi’s age didn’t add up! 

That also meant Nianzhen was Mrs. Jiang number two. Only no one was stupid enough to bring it up. 

Chengye thought that Nianzhen was quite sensible, but when he heard what Jiang Xun said, he was 

immediately furious. “Why are you telling people this?!” 

Chapter 155: Calm Down, Don’t Make A Fuss! 

“Am I wrong?” Nianzhen felt wronged, “When I knew Jiang Xun was coming back, I got busy at home. I 

wanted to take good care of her, but she didn’t like me since the first day she returned. I wanted to get 

along with her, but she didn’t want to reciprocate!” 

“Why doesn’t she like you? Don’t you know?” Chengye said impatiently. 

Jiang Xun looked at Chengye in admiration. 

His name shouldn’t be Jiang Chengye (inheriting the trade) but Jiang Shixian (being capable)! 

“Although something is up with Jiang Xun’s brain, she’s right about something,” Chengye said lividly. 

“There are no fools in here. Do you think others don’t know what you’re thinking?” 

“You’re the one with a brain problem!” Jiang Xun replied immediately. She would never give anyone a 

chance to slander her! 

Chengye responded, “… Shut up!” 

“Heh!” Jiang Xun looked up at him again. 

Chengye didn’t know how to respond. 

How did he get such a naive child? 
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“Anyway, the two of them have to apologize to me.” Jiang Xun pointed at Nianzhen and Yuexi. “They’re 

lying to ruin me and build a good reputation for themselves. So they have to apologize to me.” 



“Jiang Xun, are you crazy?!” Yuexi clenched her fists tightly. Although her voice was low, the veins on her 

neck were bulging, making her neck red. “Apologize, apologize, apologize. Do you have to make others 

apologize every day to live?” 

“I don’t need that to live. I need that to survive.” Jiang Xun urged impatiently, “Hurry up and apologize 

to me! If you don’t apologize, or if you don’t apologize sincerely, don’t blame me for making a scene 

here!” 

“Are you not already doing that?” Chengye was shocked. “Look at what this place is! This isn’t home that 

you can simply make a scene!” 

“I’ll count to three. After that, if they don’t apologize, I’ll show you what a scene looks like.” Jiang Xun 

rolled her eyes and crossed her arms. “I’m not afraid of affecting my reputation anyway. 

“One, two– ” 

“Apologize to her quickly!” Chengye was angry. 

Jiang Xun was stupid and shameless. Not only was she shameless, but she was also crazy! 

She could make a scene here. 

Seeing that Nianzhen and Yuexi were still hesitating, Chengye called them idiots. “It’s okay for her to 

destroy her reputation. Do you two want yours destroyed too? If she makes a scene, our whole family 

will be kicked out by the security guards together with her!” 
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Even if they only kicked Jiang Xun out, would they still have the guts to stay? 

“I’m sorry!” Yuexi was angry and unwilling, but because of this, her apology sounded quite sincere. 

Nianzhen could only say, “I’m sorry.” 

[Merit Points + 2] 

“And you,” Jiang Xun said to Chengye. 

“Don’t push it!” Chengye gritted his teeth. 

Jiang Xun did not give in. “You just called me crazy!” 

Chengye was speechless for a moment. 

“I’m Sorry!”Chengye gnashed his teeth and said. 

However, the Merit Points didn’t increase at all. 

Jiang Xun bristled. “Do you really think there’s something wrong with my brain?” 

Chengye pinched the space between his eyebrows in exhaustion and simply changed the topic. “How 

did you get the invitation?” 



Facing the person who thought she was crazy but was really crazy himself, Jiang Xun sneered. “Lu Yiling 

gave it to me.” 

Nianzhen’s heart skipped a beat. “Why would Yiling send you an invitation?” 

Could Jiang Xun really be Mufeng’s partner? 

Otherwise, why would Yiling invite Jiang Xun, a small influencer? 

The Jiang family only received an invitation for one, and their entire family came. 

Jiang Xun, on the other hand, had her very own invitation. 

“How would I know?” Jiang Xun smirked and turned around to leave. “Why don’t you ask her?” 

Chengye’s head was about to explode. “Wait a minute. You’re not going to ask Yiling now, are you?” 

Jiang Xun rolled her eyes. 

Chengye even claimed she had problems with her brain. 

Now, he couldn’t even understand what she was saying. 

Chengye was so scared that he hurriedly went to grab Jiang Xun. 

Jiang Xun dodged him. 

Chengye’s back was covered in sweat, but Jiang Xun was as slippery as a loach. No matter how hard he 

tried to grab her, he couldn’t catch her. 

Jiang Xun kept dodging him. 

Chengye warned in a low voice, “Stop it! Don’t do anything reckless!” 

Jiang Xun ignored him and walked straight to Yiling. 

Chengye could only watch helplessly. 

There were female guests over there. If he and Jixuan went over, they wouldn’t fit in. So, he could only 

observe from a distance. 

At this moment, Yiling and her youngest daughter, Qin Muxiao, who was the same age as Jiang Xun and 

Yuexi, were surrounded by a group of ladies and their daughters like stars surrounding the moon. 

Jiang Xun walked over and called out calmly, “Madam Lu.” 

Yiling looked at Jiang Xun coldly. Jiang Xun looked very unpresentable right now. 

She was even wearing cheap clothes for such an occasion. 

Everyone present had very sharp eyes. 

They could recognize what brand of clothes she was wearing at a glance. 



If it wasn’t a brand but a private high-grade custom-made one, they could recognize whether the 

materials and tailoring were high-grade at a glance. 

The clothes Jiang Xun was wearing were undoubtedly cheap. 

Yiling’s eyes were filled with mockery, and Muxiao looked at her disdainfully. 

This was the person Mufeng had taken a liking to? 

Her cousin’s taste was not that good. 

“You are…” Yiling acted as if she didn’t know Jiang Xun. 

“You’re quite interesting.” Jiang Xun sneered. “You don’t even know who I am, and you even got 

someone to send me an invitation.” 

Yiling was speechless. 

Yiling would never have thought that Jiang Xun would make such a clap back. 
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At this moment, Mrs. Lin, who had been flattering Yiling, smiled and helped her out. “This is Jiang Xun, a 

very popular influencer recently. She’s the top star of Shanpin Media and has participated in two variety 

shows.” 

“Oh, I’ve instructed people to look at the invitations and send them out. Apart from sending them to 

you, I’ve also sent them to some small celebrities to add to the fun.” Yiling smiled contemptuously. “So 

Miss Jiang is an influencer.” 

After saying this, Yiling turned around and said to Mrs. Lin, “Speaking of which, I just thought that no 

matter how expensive the clothes influencers wear nowadays, their temperament is still different from 

the daughters of our respectable families. You can tell at a glance. 

“On top of that, female celebrities and influencers all want to marry into wealthy families. They look for 

rich kids even when they are already in a relationship. They are simply overestimating themselves.” 

Yiling sneered, her face full of disdain, “As long as we want to maintain our reputation, we should not 

mix with unpresentable actors. Who knows if those actors have already been used a few times? Our 

children have to choose a suitable partner for marriage or a young lady from a well-matched family.” 

Mrs. Lin felt it was a little awkward to say this in front of Jiang Xun. 

However, Jiang Xun was still the eldest daughter of the Jiang family but was unfortunately not favored. 

So, there was no risk of her offending the Jiang family if she said a few nasty words to Jiang Xun, so she 

smiled and echoed, “Yes, it doesn’t matter if our children want to have fun in the entertainment 

industry. With our family as a backer, they will succeed. Who would dare to have funny ideas about our 

children? But without a backer, they will have to sacrifice quite some if they want to become famous in 

the entertainment industry!” 

Chapter 156: Jiang Xun Is Going To Cause Trouble! 



Mrs. Lin was afraid that Jiang Xun wouldn’t understand that they were talking about her, so she even 

looked at her. 

Nianzhen didn’t say anything. She was happy to see Jiang Xun make a fool of herself. 

Anyone could see that Yiling was talking about Jiang Xun. 

“Anyway, if I had a son, I would never let him marry a small influencer. It’s okay to have some fun, but 

there’s no way for marriage. What’s with marrying a small influencer? Wouldn’t that make him a 

laughingstock in our circle?” Yiling smiled sinisterly. 

“Exactly.” When Mrs. Qu saw that her words were snatched away by Mrs. Lin, she didn’t want to be left 

behind and quickly echoed, “I remember that the young master of the Qin family is still single. He’s a hot 

piece of cake, and no young female celebrities have any designs on him.” 

Yiling looked at Mrs. Qu approvingly. Finally, someone hit the nail on the head. “Our Mufeng has very 

high standards. Moreover, his status is obvious. There is no one in the entire nation who can surpass 

him. How can our family allow some female celebrity to enter? Don’t even think about it.” 

Jiang Xun finally understood the reason why Yiling had invited her. 

“Madam Lu is right.” Jiang Xun nodded heavily and agreed loudly. 

Yiling and the others looked at her as if she was an idiot. They giggled and then said, “There are indeed 

too few bright people in the entertainment industry. None of them have any strengths other than their 

good looks.” 

No wonder Jiang Xun stuck her head in the entertainment industry. If she didn’t have any brains, she 

could only rely on her face. 

But who knew that Jiang Xun was looking at Yiling with a “Doesn’t look like you’re all too bright” look. 

Yiling was so angry that she almost jumped up. 

Who didn’t have a brain! 

But she heard Jiang Xun say, “Aunt Feng, when you go back, Tell Jiang Chengye to let Jiang Yuexi change 

her career.” 

Nianzhen: “???” 

She was watching the show from the side. How did the flames of war reach her? 

Her fighting strength had been depleted by Jiang Xun today. 

Now, she only wanted to see others bully Jiang Xun. She didn’t want to be bullied by Jiang Xun at all. 

“What does this have to do with Yuexi?!” Nianzhen said unhappily. 

“We didn’t say anything about Yuexi,” Mrs. Lin said hurriedly. 

“Didn’t Madam Lu say just now that an actress can’t make a name for herself? Even a big family with 

face can’t marry a female celebrity. It’s okay to have fun.” Jiang Xun sighed. “Yuexi still has her heart set 



on developing herself in the entertainment industry. She wants to be a female celebrity. Don’t be 

despised by the Gu family when the marriage is over. Won’t you mother and daughter pair hug each 

other’s heads and cry?” 

“What nonsense are you spouting?!” Xiaoze arrived at some point. Hearing Jiang Xun’s words, he 

questioned angrily. 

Jiang Xun turned around and spat at Yiling in the same tone, “What nonsense are you spouting?!” 

Yiling: “…” 

Xiaoze: “…” 

How did Chengye give birth to such a scoundrel! 

“Don’t pretend!” Xiaoze said with a dark face, “Aren’t you also a small influencer and barely a small 

celebrity? You are the one who should be paying attention the most. Don’t worry about Yuexi!” 

Jiang Xun sneered. “Everyone knows that I’m a child that the Jiang family has abandoned in the 

countryside for eleven years. I’m the eldest daughter that the Jiang family doesn’t value. I’ve long been 

despised by others. Do I need to wait until I’m a small celebrity to be despised by others? Isn’t what 

Madam Lu said clearly about Yuexi?” 

“You’re twisting the facts!” Xiaoze rebuked. 

Jiang Xun snorted. No wonder he liked Yuexi. Xiaoze was an idiot himself. 

Jiang Xun glanced at Nianzhen, her eyes full of mockery and pity. 

She found such an idiot son-in-law and treated him as a treasure. How pitiful. 

Nianzhen was speechless. 

What did Jiang Xun mean by that expression! 

Did she need Jiang Xun’s pity? 

What did she need Jiang Xun’s pity for! 

“Whether it’s being an influencer, a celebrity, or having any other job, as long as it’s a legitimate job, 

you’re upright, have moral integrity and not cheat and swindle, what’s there to be looked down upon?” 

Jiang Xun said coldly. 

“What’s wrong with earning money with your own ability? It’s better than a group of idle people who 

only know how to gossip and wait for their husbands to give them money to spend.” Jiang Xun swept 

her gaze around without hiding it. All she could see were idle people who only knew how to gossip! 

At this moment, a waiter passed by with a tray of champagne. 

Jiang Xun took a glass from it and slammed it on the ground. 

The sound of glass shattering was like a stone being thrown into a calm lake, like a drop of oil splashing 

into a raging fire. 



Nianzhen and Yuexi both shuddered. 

Jiang Xun was going to stir up trouble! 

Nianzhen finally felt bad. She regretted watching the show from the side. If she had known earlier, she 

would have lent a helping hand to Jiang Xun. She would not have made Jiang Xun so angry and caused 

her to behave atrociously here. 

This damned girl, didn’t she see what kind of place this was? 

Was the Qin family’s banquet a place where the Jiang family could act atrociously? 

Nianzhen was still muttering in her heart, “Jiang Xun better not snap again and insist on getting others 

to apologize to her.” 
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Up until now, she still didn’t understand why Jiang Xun was so keen on getting others to apologize to 

her. 

The sound of Jiang Xun’s glass shattering on the ground attracted the attention of the entire venue. 

The light yellow champagne splashed everywhere as the glass fell to the ground. 

Jiang Xun felt that a long dress was too long and and was inconvenient for her to move, so she chose a 

knee-length short dress,and it was not splashed by the champagne. 

However, the other ladies were not so lucky. All of the floor-length dresses that they were wearing were 

splashed by the champagne. 

Mrs. Lin screamed first, “Ah! My high-end gown!” 

Yiling was not any better. She also exclaimed, “This is limited edition!” 

Yiling raised her head and prepared to settle the score with Jiang Xun with a fierce look. 

“Apologize!”Jiang Xun shouted loudly and stopped Yiling’s words. 

At that moment, they immediately became the focus of the audience. 

Zhengdu’s face darkened and he walked over with anger. 

What on earth was going on here! 

They had agreed to let Yiling warn Jiang Xun indirectly, so why did they still make a fuss! 

“What’s wrong with being a celebrity? There are several celebrities here today. Are they so 

unpresentable in your eyes? If that’s the case, why did you invite them?” Jiang Xun said loudly. “What’s 

wrong with Yuexi wanting to be a celebrity? What do you mean by saying that an actress can’t make a 

name for herself? You keep saying that the people in the entertainment industry are not clean. How 

clean are you yourself?” 

“So you invited us here today to insult us by pointing at our faces?” Jiang Xun sneered. “Even if my Jiang 

family is not as good as the Qin family, we can’t allow you to insult us here!” 



“Apologize immediately!” Jiang Xun said loudly, “Otherwise, won’t my Jiang family become a 

laughingstock in the industry in the future? My sister, Yuexi, was pointed at by others and scolded as a 

small celebrity who sold her body? My father, Jiang Chengye, has no shame in the outside world! After 

being accused by you, won’t everyone step on them in the future?” 

Chapter 157: Jiang Xun Suddenly Set Him Up Again 

“Our Jiang family is inferior to the Qin family, but we still have our dignity. We can’t allow you to 

humiliate us!”Jiang Xun shouted loudly. “Those who insulted us just now, every single one of you, 

apologize to us! Otherwise, the Jiang family will not let you off today! If you don’t apologize, our Jiang 

family will fight you to the end, even if we have to go bankrupt and risk the lives of our entire family! 

Although the Jiang family is weak, we have strong self-esteem!” 

Chengye’s mouth trembled and so did his entire body. 
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He knew that Jiang Xun was going to cause trouble, but he didn’t expect her to cause such a big trouble! 

Why did she suddenly mention that the Jiang family was going to take on the Qin, Lin, and Qu families! 

Not to mention the three families, he couldn’t even take on even one of those families! 

Chengye clutched his heart. It hurt! 

He had never seen Jiang Xun treat herself as a member of the Jiang family. 
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But now, she kept bringing up the Jiang family. 

Usually, she kept calling him Jiang Chengye and never called him father. 

But now, she kept calling him “My father, Jiang Chengye.” 

It was like she was afraid that others wouldn’t know that he was her father! 

Usually, she didn’t recognize Yuexi as her younger sister. 

But now, she did! 

On the contrary, he didn’t really want to recognize Jiang Xun as his daughter. 
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Chengye was wondering if it was too late for him to faint, but he saw Zhengdu walking up to Jiang Xun. 

“What’s going on?” Zhengdu asked Yiling, but he looked at Jiang Xun with a malicious and warning look. 

He reminded her to be careful with her words, or else he would really be rude to the Jiang family! 

Chengye was still thinking about the posture of fainting when Jixuan walked away like a gust of wind. 

When Chengye came back to his senses, Jixuan had already walked behind Jiang Xun and shouted for 

her, “My sister is right! We will fight it out with you!” 



As for standing behind Jiang Xun, since Jiang Xun’s martial prowess was so high, he was only responsible 

for cheering behind her! 
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Jiang Chengye: “!!!” 

Jiang Xun and Jixuan were both here to collect the debt! 

This time, Chengye could only brace himself and walk over. 

His son, Jixuan, turned around and said to Chengye, “Dad, don’t you agree? Even if our family is weak, 

we can’t be insulted like this!” 

“Apologize, they must apologize!” Jixuan said proudly. 

Zhendu glanced at the members of the Jiang family and said, “Young people are young and impetuous. I 

can treat her words as child’s gibberish and ignore them. What do you think, Director Jiang?” 

Chengye didn’t have time to express what he thought. Jiang Xun’s face was already cold, and her voice 

was cold. “Do you mean you won’t apologize? In the future, anyone can talk nonsense in front of our 

family and step on our faces? If that’s the case, is it okay for me to point at Lu Yiling’s nose and scold 

her?” 

Zhendu’s expression was filled with disgust and impatience. He ignored Jiang Xun and questioned 

Chengye, “Director Jiang, your eldest daughter needs to be properly controlled. Although she didn’t 

know etiquette when she was raised in the countryside, now that she’s in the capital and in our circle, 

she has to abide by our rules.” 

Yiling’s face was full of acrimony. “You dare to interject when an elder is speaking? You don’t even have 

the most basic respect for an elder!” 

“Respect? Then you have to respect others first! Not all older people should be respected. An old bad 

person is still a bad person. How dare you respect an old pervert murderer?”Jiang Xun’s gaze clearly 

said, “I think your pure brain is sick.” Yiling was furious. 

Jiang Xun cleared her throat and raised her hand to point at Yiling’s nose. “You’re looking down on 

people. It’s a good thing that you don’t have a son. Any girl who marries into your family will have eight 

lifetimes of bad luck. You’re the only one who despises other people’s daughters? With a mother like 

you, your two daughters won’t be any better. Whoever marries them will also have eight lifetimes of 

bad luck. Everyone here must remember that if Lu Yiling wants to marry her daughter to any of your 

families, she must have a feud with you. That’s why she wants her daughter to destroy your family.” 

“Shut up!” Yiling could no longer maintain her image as a noblewoman. She screamed and tried to 

suppress Jiang Xun’s words with her voice. Her face was so ferocious that it looked as if she was going to 

tear Jiang Xun’s mouth apart. 

Her twisted face was even scarier than a shrew scolding the street. All the guests present could not help 

but suck in a breath of cold air. 



“You’re not thinking clearly. You’re taking advantage of your seniority. Sooner or later, this small family 

of yours will be squandered. You look down on influencers and celebrities? Influencers rely on their own 

abilities to earn money and make their own living. If they don’t eat your food, drink your water and use 

your money, how can you look down on them? On the other hand, do you earn money by yourself? How 

can a person who lives at home and does nothing but wait for death have the cheek to look down on 

someone who works hard?” 

[Favorability +150] 

Jiang Xun: “Huh?” 

According to what she knew, these rich people present shouldn’t have a favorable impression of her just 

because of a few words, right? 

System: “Today, five celebrities were invited to the banquet. Lu Yiling thought she was scolding 

someone else, but she accidentally scolded all five of them. They didn’t dare to offend Qin Zhendu, but 

because you scolded Lu Yiling, they felt very relieved, so they have a good impression of you.” 

Jiang Xun said, “Not too bad, they are all good people who know how to repay kindness.” 

It would be even better if they could contribute some merit points to her. 

Later, she would have to find out which five celebrities came today. Later, she could continue to 

increase her favorability rating. 

“Jiang Xun!” Zhengdu was furious, his eyes spitting fire. 

No one had ever dared to curse them in front of their faces! 

Jiang Xun actually cursed them! 

“Are you cursing the Qin family?” Zhengdu asked through gritted teeth with a livid face. 

“Don’t be so shameless.” Jiang Xun rolled her eyes. Anyone could see that Jiang Xun really didn’t like 

Zhengdu. 

Zhengdu was furious. 

How could such a wretched girl, who wasn’t favored by the Jiang family and didn’t even have a single 

backer, not like him? 

Was she crazy? 

“Can you represent the Qin family?” Jiang Xun rolled her eyes so hard that they were about to cramp up. 

“It’s not like you’re the only one in the Qin family. If it’s really your turn to represent the Qin family, 

then I dare to say that the Qin family is finished.” 

She was really looking down on him. 

“Don’t you understand? I was talking about your small family just now, not the entire Qin family.” Jiang 

Xun snorted. “What? I just said these things, and you’re already angry? Where’s your self-control?” 



Jiang Xun pointed her nose at Zhendu again. “What did you say just now? Young people are young and 

impetuous. I can treat her words as child’s gibberish and ignore them.” 

“What do you think, Director Jiang?” Jiang Xun turned to ask Chengye. 

Chengye: “!!!” 

What did he think! 

This damned thing! 

When he saw Jiang Xun pointing her nose at Zhendu just now, he felt especially satisfied. 

Finally, Jiang Xun didn’t point her nose at him, but at someone else. 
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He was happily watching from the sidelines as Jiang Xun angered others to death, but who knew that 

this damned thing would suddenly come to set him up again. 

At this time, could she not drag him along? 

He had to thank her! 

Jiang Xun looked at Chengye coldly. If he did not speak now, he would be ridiculed everywhere he went 

in the future. 

Chapter 158: Is This Person Mufeng’s Father? 

Don’t tell others that he cares about his reputation the most. 

Chengye knew that he was already being held in place here by Jiang Xun. He had no choice but to speak 

up. 

“You’re right.” Chengye took a deep breath and said to Zhengdu and Yiling with a tense face. “Jiang Xun 

is self-reliant. Ever since she went to university, she hasn’t spent a single cent of my money. “My second 

daughter has a dream. She is determined to pursue her dream and fight for the career that she has 

recognized. I am proud of them. What right does Madam Lu have to slander them and look down on 

them?” 

Jiang Xun raised her eyebrows and thought to herself that Chengye was quite convincing. 

Chengye was really regretting it now. 

Just now, he was worried that Jiang Xun would cause trouble, so he stood not far away, thinking that if 

anything happened, he could stop her immediately. 

Because of this, Chengye was quite clear about what Yiling had said. 

He regretted not standing up immediately when Yiling said those words. 

If he had stood up then, the matter would not be so big now. 

“You should apologize.” A voice that sounded more upright than Zhengdu’s rang out. 



Everyone looked over in unison. 

They saw a middle-aged man that looked about the same age as Zhengdu. 

Beside him was an elegant and outstanding lady. 

Beside the lady was a young lady that was about the same age as Jiang Xun. 

When she saw Jiang Xun looking over, the young lady smiled and winked at Jiang Xun. She looked very 

friendly. 

Jiang Xun was stunned for a moment. She had never seen this girl before, but Jiang Xun gladly accepted 

the friendliness from the other party. She also looked back with a smile and nodded. 

When Zhengdu heard this, he looked at Chengye and Jiang Xun arrogantly and reservedly. 

“If you apologize now, I wouldn’t dare to accept it.” Zhengdu put on airs and said, “I’m afraid that 

today’s banquet won’t be able to accommodate this great Buddha of the Jiang family.” 

Everyone present knew that the Jiang family had thoroughly offended Zhengdu. 

It was rare for someone to chase someone away on the spot if they didn’t have a huge enmity. 

Under normal circumstances, the master would still need to show his magnanimity. 

Today, the Jiang family had left dejectedly. What was even rarer was to come. 

Zhengdu wouldn’t let the Jiang family off. 

It was hard to say if the Jiang family would still be around in the future. 

Everyone shook their heads, feeling sorry for the Jiang family. 

“What nonsense are you spouting?!” The person who had just spoken was the head of the Qin family, 

Qin Mufeng’s father, Qin Zhenglu. 

The moment Zhenglu entered the room with his wife and daughter, they heard the argument. 

In order to avoid wasting a lot of time just arguing, Zhenglu went straight to the waiter and asked what 

was going on. 

After learning the truth from the waiter, he directly walked over with his wife and daughter. 

Zhenglu faced Zhengdu and Yiling and severely criticized them. “You should be the one apologizing! The 

little girl is right. She works hard and lives with her own ability. What makes you think you have the right 

to look down on her?” 

“You are just lucky enough in your reincarnation. One of you entered the Qin family and the other 

entered the Lu family. What other abilities do you have? One of you lives off the resources of the family 

and everyone calls you CEO. Do you really think that you are that great? There are plenty of people who 

can sit in your position. If it wasn’t because you are the second son of the Qin family, would this position 

be yours?” After Zhenglu scolded Zhengdu, he scolded Yiling. “And you, the little girl is right. You don’t 

have a job and don’t work. You eat at home every day and wait for death to come. You order people 



around and point your fingers at others. You have no contribution to society at all. On what basis do you 

look down on others? If I chase you out of the house and cut off all resources, can you feed yourself?” 

Jiang Xun stared at Zhenglu with her mouth agape. 

This person was Mufeng’s father? 

When he scolded his own family members, he was really not ambiguous at all! 

He personally went into battle and scolded his younger brother and sister-in-law until they were worse 

than dogs. Was this the style of the head of the Qin family? 

Zhengdu and Yiling widened their eyes in shock. They could not believe what they had heard. 

Zhenglu actually called them worthless in front of all the guests present! 

“Quickly apologize to her!” Zhenglu shouted. “You invited someone here just to humiliate them? Is this 

how you treat your guests? This is not the Qin family’s upbringing!” 

It was really like a rat’s poop spoiling a pot of porridge. 

Previously, when he was chatting with Wei Mingwen, he heard him talk about his self-righteous brother, 

and he had even needed to be comforted. 

In the end, he still had another one in his family. 

Zhenglu felt that he also needed to be comforted. 

Zhengdu gritted his teeth. Today, he was supposed to let Jiang Xun clearly recognize his identity and not 

delude Mufeng. 

Instead, he was scolded by Jiang Xun and Mufeng’s father. 

Zhengdu’s face was ashen. It was impossible for him to apologize. 

“Let’s go.” Zhengdu’s face was dark. After saying that to Yiling and Muxiao, he turned around and was 

about to leave. 

However, he was unable to take a single step forward. 

He felt a powerful force tugging at him. 

Yiling’s strength was much weaker than Zhengdu’s. This feeling was even more obvious. 

“Jiang Xun, what are you doing?” Muxiao was flustered. “Let go of me!” 

Zhengdu and Yiling turned around and realized that Jiang Xun was tugging at their clothes, one in each 

hand. 

The three of them were speechless. 

Everyone present was also speechless. 

Was Jiang Xun that strong? 



Even if she was holding onto Zhengdu’s clothes, it shouldn’t be to the extent that Zhengdu wouldn’t be 

able to walk out! 

The members of the Jiang family who were deeply moved by this thought were also speechless. 

“You don’t apologize, and I should let you guys leave?”Jiang Xun said coldly. “Apologize before you 

leave!” 

Nianzhen looked at what was happening in front of her and felt like she was about to have a heart 

attack. 

At a time like this, she still had to drag Zhengdu and his wife to apologize! 

It was already good enough that they didn’t pursue the matter with the Jiang family! 

“Jiang Xun!” Nianzhen grabbed Jiang Xun’s shoulder. “That’s enough for you!” 

She couldn’t understand what was wrong with Jiang Xun that she liked to make people apologize so 

much! 

Would it kill her if she didn’t make people apologize? 
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“This isn’t home. Usually, you shout for us to apologize. We don’t want to fight with you, so we listen to 

you.” Nianzhen’s voice was neither high nor low, so it wasn’t loud enough for everyone to hear. 

However, it wasn’t a big problem for Zhenglu and the others to hear it. “Even if your father and I are 

elders and you wanted us to apologize, we still apologized. But even though we spoil you, others will not 

spoil you. Can you take a look at the situation? Do you really want to see the Jiang family fall? If you hate 

me, then you can come at me. The Jiang family is your father’s blood and sweat. You can’t throw the 

entire Jiang family into the mix just to take revenge on me!” 

Jiang Xun looked at Nianzhen coldly, her hands still holding on to Zhengdu and Yiling. 

Even if her attention was now on Nianzhen, Zhengdu and Yiling also did not think about leaving. 

Chapter 159: You Can Just Call Me Uncle 

Nianzhen trembled with inexplicable nervousness. She had a feeling that Jiang Xun had seen through all 

her thoughts. 

“At this time, you still want to sow discord and throw dirty water on me?”Jiang Xun snorted. “At home, 

shouldn’t you apologize for what you’ve done? Don’t you people, who call yourselves upper-class, like to 

talk about etiquette, politeness, and quality? They pointed at us and humiliated us. Shouldn’t they 

apologize? Even if I’m not favored, I’m still the eldest daughter of the Jiang family in the eyes of others. 

They humiliated the Jiang family and Jiang Chengye by humiliating me. Not only did you not stop them, 

but you also watched the show without saying a word. Is that something you should do?” 

“It’s up to you to plot against me to your heart’s desire! However, in the outside world, you should put 

the Jiang family first. Do you think that the people present couldn’t hear the plot behind what you said 

just now? You are the one who is truly embarrassed, not me!” 



“Even Mr. Qin…” Jiang Xun wanted to say Qin Zhenglu, but she suddenly thought of Mufeng. 

She was used to calling Mufeng Mr. Qin, and Mufeng even said in a flirtatious manner that Mr. Qin was 

how his wife would address her husband when she was outside. 
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These words were imprinted in her mind for some reason. 

It felt awkward to call Zhenglu Mr. Qin now. 

At some point in time, Mr. Qin seemed to have become Mufeng’s personal address. 

Zhenglu seemed to know why Jiang Xun suddenly stopped talking. He smiled amiably and said, “You can 

just call me uncle.” 

Everyone: “!!!” 

What the hell! 

When did Zhenglu become so amiable? 

The stern and intimidating appearance when he faced Zhengdu just now was the conventional 

impression that everyone had of him. 

This made people unable to help but suspect that Jiang Xun was a member of the Qin family. 

Zhenglu’s attitude towards Jiang Xun was too good! 

Chengye was dumbfounded. 

Why was Zhenglu so friendly towards Jiang Xun? 

And “uncle?” 

This kind of friendly attitude made him feel as if the two families were family friends. 

Could it be that the two families were really family friends, but he didn’t know about it? 
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Nianzhen and Yuexi had mixed feelings, and their faces were stiff. 

Just now, they thought that Jiang Xun had offended Zhengdu, and Chengye wouldn’t forgive her. 

But now, Zhenglu was so close to Jiang Xun. 

Zhenglu was the person that the Qin family could really speak about, the current head of the Qin family! 

At first, everyone had some doubts. Zhenglu had just appeared, and it was only for the sake of saving 

face, to show that the Qin family was fair and magnanimous. 

However, after the banquet ended, he would still make a move against the Jiang family. 



However, looking at Zhenglu’s attitude towards Jiang Xun, everyone present knew that after this 

banquet, the Qin family would really not target the Jiang family. 

Perhaps Jiang Xun wanted to benefit from this misfortune and fall into Zhenglu’s eyes. 

Even if Zhenglu had a slightly good impression of her, the Jiang family might still take off. 

Everyone had mixed feelings. 

They were definitely envious rather than not, but this was really an enviable opportunity. 

They didn’t have the guts to go against the Qin family. 

Since Zhenglu had already spoken, Jiang Xun naturally went with the flow and started to lash out at 

Nianzhen. “Uncle already said that it was Qin Zhengdu and his wife who did something wrong and 

should apologize. Are you going to tell me that I did something wrong? Tch!” 

Nianzhen froze and subconsciously looked at Chengye. 

However, she saw Chengye looking at her with a cold expression. 

Nianzhen quickly let go of Jiang Xun. 

She was impulsive. She only thought that this was a good time to frame Jiang Xun, and had she ignored 

everything else. 
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However, Jiang Xun was too good at not letting go of a single point! 

“In your dreams!” After being yelled at by Jiang Xun, Zhengdu was furious. He pointed at her and 

shouted, “It’s already good enough that I’m not pursuing the Jiang family. Don’t push your luck!” 

“Plop!” 

Everyone was speechless. 

No one dared to believe what they saw. 

Many of them even rubbed their eyes a few times before opening them again. 

What did they see? 

Zhengdu was actually dragged by Jiang Xun and was his butt was on the ground! 

Even Zhengdu, who was sitting on the ground, was dumbfounded. 

What had just happened? 

He sat on the ground and could only look up at the crowd. His dazed head was still a little dizzy. 

He felt that everyone around him was mocking him. 

Zhengdu came back to his senses and glared at Jiang Xun. 



“If you don’t apologize, don’t think about leaving!” Jiang Xun’s chin was raised high. 

She still showed mercy and didn’t drag Yiling down with him. 

Otherwise, they wouldn’t be able to talk to her standing up. 

“Hurry up and apologize. Don’t embarrass yourselves,” Zhenglu urged impatiently. “Isn’t it just an 

apology? What kind of man are you if you’re so clingy and unwilling to apologize?” 

Zhengdu was so angry that he was about to vomit blood. 

Wasn’t this his biological brother?! 
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Not only did he help an outsider, he even said such things about him! 

Seeing that he could not count on Zhenglu, he could not leave without apologizing. 

Zhengdu could only stand up. His face was flushed red as he said in a rough voice, “I’m sorry.” 

However, Jiang Xun did not receive any merit points. 

Yiling also said, “I’m sorry.” 

There were still no merit points. 

These two people were not as sincere as Nianzhen and her daughter. 

Jiang Xun said with disdain, “Since it’s not a sincere apology, what’s the point in apologizing?” 

Zhengdu and Yiling were speechless. 

Didn’t you ask us to apologize?! 

The two of them were furious! 

The party was originally organized by the two of them, and they were the main characters. 

They didn’t even invite Zhenglu and his family. 

In the end, Zhenglu and his family suddenly came without warning. 

They even helped outsiders when they came, causing them to lose so much face! 

Even though it was their own banquet, Zhengdu and Yiling didn’t have the face to stay any longer. 

After the two of them apologized, they pulled Muxiao and left in a hurry. 

This time, Jiang Xun didn’t stop them. 

They didn’t feel that they were in the wrong at all. It would be useless even if they apologized a hundred 

times. 

Since they had lost all their face today, Jiang Xun didn’t bother to count the pitiful two merit points they 

had. 



Zhenglu ignored the couple and introduced Qin Muye to Jiang Xun. “You two are the same age and are 

both at Beijing University. Have you met before?” 

“Miss Qin is also at Beijing University?” Jiang Xun was surprised. 

“Why are you calling her Miss Qin? So distant… Just call her Muye.” Zhenglu’s wife, Dong Hanbi, smiled 

and said. “Muye calls you Jiang Jiang for now?” 

Jiang Xun felt a little strange when she heard Hanbi’s words. 

What did she mean by calling her Jiang Jiang for now? 

Was she going to change her address in the future? 

Before Jiang Xun could think further, Muye said, “Jiang Jiang, call me Muye. I know about you. You’re at 

Beijing University’s School of Journalism and Communication. I’m in law school. Our two schools are 

quite far apart, and we usually spend our time in our respective schools. That’s why we haven’t met 

before. But we’re both at Beijing University. If you need anything in the future, feel free to look for me.” 

Muye wasn’t the least bit unfamiliar with her. She took out her phone as if she was familiar with her. 

“Let’s add each other on Wechat.” 

Even Jiang Xun could not react to the operation of Zhenglu’s family. She could only follow Muye’s lead. 

Chapter 160: Jiang Xun’s Wechat Name Is “Sister-in-law” 

Without thinking much, Jiang Xun exchanged Wechat contacts with Muye. 

Jiang Xun set up a note on Muye’s Wechat. The name was Qin Muye, so it was easy to identify. 

Muye secretly wrote Jiang Xun’s Wechat name as: Sister-in-law. 
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Jiang Xun didn’t see it, but Muye quickly put away her phone after she finished the note. 

Nianzhen quickly pushed Yuexi out and said with a fawning smile, “Yuexi, you can also exchange Wechat 

contact swith Muye.” 
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“I’m sorry, it will be better for you two call me Miss Qin.” Muye didn’t give them face at all. “I’m friends 

with Jiang Jiang, not with you.” 

Nianzhen’s smile froze, and Muye asked again, “Which university does Miss Jiang go to?” 

“The National Drama Academy,” Yuexi answered. She couldn’t help but feel jealous. How did Jiang Xun 

suddenly catch the eye of the head of the Qin family? 

“Oh, then we don’t go to the same school.” Muye’s interest was waning. “I don’t mean to look down on 

you taking the arts exam, but there’s such a big difference between our grades that we can’t even speak 

together, so it’s better to forget about it.” 

Yuexi was silent. 



Muye couldn’t be bothered to entertain them. She pulled Jiang Xun up. “Jiang Jiang, come, let’s go talk 

by the side.” 

If he didn’t take the opportunity now, when would he be able to! 
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However, Zhenglu didn’t give him a chance to speak. He and Hanbi went to look for Zhengdu and his 

wife, who had already left the venue. 

Chengye missed the opportunity. He turned his head and warned Nianzhen with a cold face, “If you 

pretend to be nice to Jiang Xun, actually act the part and keep pretending.” 
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“Chengye…” Nianzhen cried out in panic. 

“Jiang Xun is right. When we are outside, whether it’s you or her, even if you don’t get along with each 

other, you have to stand up for the Jiang family. You all represent the Jiang family. You have to plan for 

the Jiang family. If you help outsiders to deal with your own family, then don’t be a member of the Jiang 

family.” 

Nianzhen’s mouth moved, but she didn’t dare to say anything else. “I know.” 

She knew that Chengye had seen through her. She had deliberately made a fool of Jiang Xun and didn’t 

speak up for her. 

Hu Liwei looked at Jiang Xun in the distance and was about to speak when she saw Yuexi walking over. 
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“Brother Xiaoze,” Yuexi called out nervously. 

Gu Xiaoze comforted her. “Don’t take today’s incident to heart. Jiang Xun was lucky this time. She met 

Qin Zhenglu and he didn’t cause trouble for her. If Qin Zhenglu didn’t come, Qin Zhengdu would 

definitely dealt with your family. At that time, your family would have been be implicated by Jiang Xun.” 
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“I didn’t expect Jiang Xun to have such an opportunity.” Gu Qinghui frowned. “She really caught Qin 

Zhenglu’s eye?” 

“What’s the big deal,” Liwei said disdainfully. “It’s not like you don’t know that the eldest son of the Qin 

family has always had a fair and strict image. The two elders of the Qin family have always said that they 

don’t have any opinions about the family. Even if the eldest son of the Qin family wants to please the 

two elders, he has to show that he has the same opinion as the two elders.” 
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“Today, Jiang Xun had set up the Qin family. Qin Zhenglu had no choice but to express his stance like 

this.” Liwei scoffed. “It’s just for show.” 



“You just watch. After the banquet is over, do you think the Qin family will still bother with her?” Liwei 

scoffed. 
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Qinghui nodded. He felt that what Liwei said made sense. 

Xiaoze retracted his disgusted gaze from Jiang Xun. “She went crazy in public at a banquet like this. It’s 

simply too embarrassing. She still has the face to say that the daughter of the Qin family isn’t good. No 

matter which family she marries, it would be a defeat for the other party’s family? She didn’t even look 

at her own character. With her temper, no matter which family she marries, she would be able to cause 

trouble outside and drag her in-laws down with her.” 
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Initially, Liwei thought that Jiang Xun’s status in the Jiang family would be different if she really had the 

opportunity to be on good terms with the Qin family. 

But now that she heard what Xiaoze said, she suddenly felt that it made sense. 
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Jiang Xun was the troublemaker. This time, she was lucky to have met Zhenglu, who wanted to maintain 

his image of justice. 

If it were anyone else, the Jiang family would have been destroyed by Jiang Xun. 

“Jiang Xun made a big scene here today. Let’s see who here would like Jiang Xun.” Liwei looked at the 

way everyone was talking. 

Although she couldn’t hear what they were talking about, she could guess that they were talking about 

Jiang Xun from their expressions and the way they looked at Jiang Xun from time to time. 

Obviously, they were just watching the show, but they really didn’t like Jiang Xun, and they even curled 

their lips to show their dislike. 

Liwei felt that her son was the best in the world. “Yuexi, you’re also lucky. You grew up with Xiaoze, and 

the two of you have an unsuspecting relationship. You secured Xiaoze early on. In your circle of vision, 

how many people can be as outstanding as Xiaoze in all aspects? If Jiang Xun could find someone who 

was one-tenth as good as Xiaoze, he would be laughing secretly. Who would like her?” 
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Yuexi felt that she was indeed lucky and Xiaoze was indeed a good choice. 

However, when she heard Liwei’s tone as if she had taken advantage of her, she still felt a little 

uncomfortable. 

However, Liwei’s guess was right. 

The other guests in the venue were indeed talking about Jiang Xun. 



“That Jiang Xun’s personality is too domineering. She dares to fight with anyone. No matter how 

inappropriate Qin Zhengdu’s words are, she can’t drag him to the ground.” 
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“That’s right. Besides, who is Qin Zhengdu? Qin Zhenglu could despise him, but in the outside world, Qin 

Zhengdu is someone that none of us could afford to offend. Jiang Xun’s words sounded reasonable, and 

she even acted as if he was doing it for the dignity of the Jiang family. But if she offends Qin Zhengdu, 

how much is the dignity of the Jiang family worth?” 

“She said that no one dares to marry Yiling’s daughter. I won’t comment on that. But after today’s mess, 

no one dares to marry her, right?” 

“Hey! I don’t know about others. Anyway, my family doesn’t dare to provoke her. After marrying her, 

she’ll go to any event later and offend people again. No matter how rich her family background is, she 

can’t control the speed of her offending people.” 

“If your family doesn’t dare, my family doesn’t dare either. Who would? Even if Qin Zhenglu gave her 

some face today, would she really be able to get into his room?” 

“She’s a woman. She can’t just be good-looking. She also has to have a brain. She can’t stir up 

trouble,”someone said. “I think she’s a troublemaker.” 

“I just walked around and all the guests are talking about her. They all look down on Jiang Xun.” 

“Eh? Qin Mufeng is here too.” 

“Yo, Qin Zhengdu’s face this year is pretty good! If it wasn’t for Jiang Xun causing a ruckus, this year’s 

event would still be very grand.” 

“Yeah, in the past, Qin Zhenglu’s family wouldn’t come, but this year, they’re all here.” 

“It can be seen that although Qin Zhenglu scolded Qin Zhengdu, his relationship with Qin Zhengdu is still 

pretty good. He supports this younger brother very much.” 

“Qin Zhenglu seemed to be trying to curry favor with Jiang Xun just now. Who knows if he’ll secretly 

make a move against the Jiang family after this matter.” 

“I think it’s very likely. The Jiang family is in danger.” 

“Qin Zhenglu and his family are all here today. It seems that their relationship with Qin Zhengdu is really 

good.” 

“After all, they are blood-related brothers. They might usually quarrel, but can he make his younger 

brother suffer at a critical moment?” 

 


